INTRODUCTION
In [7] L. Lipshitz and D. Saracino showed that the theory of commutative regular rings has a model-completion.
Their proof is based on the facts that (i) the theory of fields has a model-completion, i.e., the theory of algebraically closed fields, and that (ii) commutative regular rings have a representation as subdirect products of fields, more specifically as global sections of a sheaf of fields over a Boolean space.
This idea has been generalized recently by A. Macintyre in [S] . He shows that under certain conditions on a model-complete theory K in a language L the theory of L-structures which consist of global sections of a sheaf of K-models over a Boolean space without isolated points is model-complete.
In the present paper the results of [7] are generalized by a different method, found by the author independently from [8] . Starting from a given language L we define a two-sorted language L* extending L in a way that every subdirect product of L-structures can be considered as a structure for L*. We show that the class of Lx-structures which have a representation as a subdirect product of L-structures can be characterized by a simple set PO of axioms in L*. For a given V%theory K in L this representation theorem also yields an axiom-system K* u P characterizing a large class of subdirect products of models of K. As a consequence we are able to transfer a series of modeltheoretic properties from models of a theory K in L to models of K* u P,, , K* v P, and a slightly stronger theory K* u P', among them the joint embedding property, the amalgamation property, model-consistency, model-completeness, the existence of model-completions, and (recursive, primitive recursive) elimination of quantifiers. From these results the main theorems in [8] can be easily recovered. Moreover, by considering the extended language L* instead of L, we can avoid some of the restrictions imposed on K in [X] . Another advantage is that the transfer of syntactical properties from K to K* u PO , K* v P, and K* u P', as well as these theories themselves, are described explicitly in a primitive recursive way.
For the applications we restrict ourselves to theories containing the theory of commutative regular rings. In this case it is possible to reduce the language L* to L itself (f or the transfer of model-completeness) or to the slightly larger language L' = L w { *} (for the transfer of an elimination of quantifiers), where * is a symbol for the function a ++ a* = a . a-l defined in regular rings. Thus by taking K as the theory of algebraically closed fields we reprove the results of [7] ; by taking K as the theory of real-closed fields we reprove the existence of a model-companion for the theory of commutative regular j-rings shown in [8] ; by taking K as the theory of differentially closed fields of characteristic 0, we obtain a model-completion for the theory of commutative regular differential rings of global characteristic 0. Moreover, in all three cases there is an explicit primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers for the model-completions in the appropriate language L'. Thus we have a positive answer to the question posed in [g] , whether the class of commutative regular f-rings has the amalgamation property.
I. THE LANGUAGE L* OF SUBDIRECT PRODUCTS OF L-STRUCTURES
Let .L be any first-order language. We shall be studying, roughly speaking, subdirect products of L-structures (/kQiE1, and we shall want symbols for subsets of I and Boolean operations on such subsets. Hence let us associate with L a two-sorted language Lx having the following nonlogical symbols:
1.1. All the nonlogical symbols of the language L.
1.2. The nonlogical symbols 0, 1, r\, W, N of the first-order language of Boolean algebras.
For every n-ary relation-symbol
R inL a nary function-symbol vR and for the symbol " =" of equality a binary function-symbol 'u= . (In our eventual interpretation, zIR(xI ,..., x,), resp. u=(x, y) will be (the characteristic function) of the subset of I on which R(x, ,..., x%), resp. x = yY holds.)
We refer to the symbols mentioned in 1 .l as the L-sort of L* and to the symbols in 1.2 as the B-sort of L". The logical symbols of L* consist of (i) countably many L-variables x, y, x, x1 ,...,
(ii) countably many B-variables t,q, <, & ,... , onto M$*. Then i41L is a subdirect product of the L-structures (Mi}iEr ) MB consists of characteristic functions for certain subsets of I> and v~-~(cz~ s a& resp. Z)RM(CQ ,..., a,) is the characteristic function of the set of all i E I for which 1'{ + al(i) = u2(i), resp. lWi + &!(a,(~),..., an(i)) for a, s..., am E ML 1 us M is an expansion of the subdirect product ML of L-structures to an structure. Any subdirect product N of L-structures (Mi)iEr can be expanded in this way to a subdirect product M of the simple L*-structures (l%">id ; it suffices to take M, = N, MB = '2, and to define zSM, vURM as above.
We shall now study some properties of subdirect products M of simple L*-structures (MJier . The following two remarks are obvious.
be a set and v a map from J onto I. Put MT = MW(j~ forj E J .EJ Mj . Then the map $J: M -+ N given by #(a) = G 0 4~ for 010 g, for 01 E MB is an embedding.
1.6. Let (Mi')ier be a family of simple L*-structures, yli: lWi + ItI-,.' embeddings and N = niEj Mi'. Then the map #(u)(i) = ~~(a(;)) for a E ML and $(a) = a: for ol E, is an embeddi that a formula y in L is called prenex, if it is of form x,), where Qi are quantifiers and $J is quantifier-free.
is called existential (universal) , if alk the quantifiers Q2.
are existential (universal). g, is said to be an 'Ei-formzkka, if it is of form vx, . .. vx,c3x,+, ... 3x,54x, )...) x,). We shall now associate with every prenex formula g, in L an "induced B-formula" 9'" in L".
To begin with we define for every quantifier-free formula #(xl ,... , XJ in L a B-term z~($~(xr ,..., x,)) inductively as follows. If 4 is atomic of form = 6, where a, b are L-terms, we put v(#) = ~,(a, b). If 4, is atomic of form a, are L-terms,
, and v(# + $') = e($ + y) n n( en the B-formula q~* induced by a prenex L-formula q = Q+Q!J(x~ s..., xn) is defined by y* = Q,x, ... &x~(v(#(x~ ,~.., xa)) = 1)~ If we interpret y* in a subdirect product M of simpleL*-structures (I'M~}~~~ s it is not in general quite equivalent to either of the statements "M '+ p'" or "for all i E I, AIS '+ $)-for the logical connectives n y v ) 1) etc. are interpreted pointwise, while quantifiers are interpreted globally in M. In our investigation @ will serve as a "link" between local and global, in that we shall establish that for certain M and certain formulas one or another of the above equivalences hold. Let us note at this point that: (ii) For every universal formula p(xl ,..., 3,) in.5 and a, ,..., a, E Ad!-, , Mi i= d&l,..., an(i)) for all i EI implies M /==-tp*(u, ,..., a,). (iii) For every prenex formula v(xl ,..., xlz) inL and a, ,..., a, E ML , M k ~"(a, ,..., a,) implies n/r, + p(q(i),..., a,(i)) for all i E 1. In case M is the direct product of {iV&}iG1 the converse is also true.
1.7(i) is proved by induction on the length of #; (iii) by induction on the number R of quantifiers in 9 using (i) for R = 0; (ii) follows immediately from (i).
The following two examples show that:
(i) 1.7(ii) cannot in general be changed to read "M, /= y(a,(i),..., a,(i)) for all i EI implies M /= ~&a, ,..., a,)."
(ii) 1.7(ii) is in general not true for nonuniversal formulas ~(3~ ,..., xJ.
(i)
Let L be the language containing no function-or relationsymbol but "=".
Let I = (0, l}, M,, = Ml = (0, 11, CJI = Vx Vy V,z (x=yvx=xvy=x), and M=Mo*~Ml*. Then Mi+y for i = 0, 1, but not M + p
(ii) LetL be the language of partially ordered sets with a distinguished constant c, I = N-the set of natural numbers-, Mi = (N, <, 0)-the ordered set of natural numbers with distinguished constant c"i = 0-, and v = 3x (c < x). Define a subdirect product M of {Mi*jicl by ML = {CZ E nIiEI Mi : there exists a finite subset F of I such that a(i) = 0 for i ~1 -F}, MB the Boolean algebra of characteristic functions for finite and cofinite subsets of I. Then Mi + 9 for all i E 1, but not M k v*.
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBDIRECT PRODUCTS OF SIMPLE L*-STRUCTURES
In this section we are concerned with a characterization of certain classes of subdirect products of simple L*-structures by axiom-systems in L*.
Let P, be the following set of sentences in L*:
2.1. For every atomic L-formula v(xl ,.,., x,J the sentence 'dx, ... 'v'x, MXI >.'.> %> ++ ~(4% ,.'.) x,)) = 1). 2.3. The usual axioms for the theory of nontrivial Boolean algebras formulated in the B-sort.
Notice that 2.2 together with Vx (ZI(X = X) = I), which is a consequence of 2.1, are just equivalents to the B-sentences induced by the equality-axioms in I,. Thus by 1.7 every subdirect product of simple L*-structures is a model of PO . The following theorem shows that the converse is also true. which is onto in case h is onto. Moreover h r ML = k is the identity on AC, in case k is an embedding.
As a corollary we have the following justification for the term "simple L*-structure": COROLLARY 2.6. A model M of P,, is a simple L*-structure ifl M is simple (in the usual algebraic sense) among the models of PO .
Proof.
(i) Suppose A& = 2 and let h: iU + M' be a homomorph~rn into a model M' of PO . Then h p Ms is an embedding, since Mg' is nontrivial, and so h is an embedding by 2.1.
(ii) By 2.1 every model M of P,, with MB = 2 must be a simple L*-structure. So if M is not a simple L*-structure, then MB is nontrivial and MB # 2. Then there exists a Boolean epimorphism h: MB -+ 2 which can be extended by 2.5 to an epimorphism from M onto a model M' of P,, with MB' = 2. Thus M is not simple among the models of PO. We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.4. Let .7 be the set of all epimorphisms h: MB -+ 2, and extend each h E I to an epimorphism A from M onto a simple model Mb of PO as indicated in the proof of 2.5. Then the map k: M + nhPl Mh given by k(a)(h) = h(a) for a E ML and k(a)(h) = h(ol) f or 01 E MB is a homomorphism. Since k r MB coincides with the Stone-representation of MB , k r MB is an embedding, and so k is an embedding by 2.1. Hence M is isomorphic to the subdirect product k [M] of the simple L*-structures (Mh}hol .
We shall refer to the L*-structure k [M] constructed above as the canonical representation of the Pa-model M for a E ML', fh(h'(a)) = a for LY. E n/r,'.
We consider now an extension P of P,,; P is PO together with the axiom vt vx vy 3x(a(z = x) 3 f A v(x = y) 2 -f).
(2.8)
To understand the meaning of this axiom, let M be a model of PO. We may assume by 2.4 that M is a subdirect product of simple L*-structures. Then 2.8 holds in M if and only if any two functions x, y in n/r, can be "pieced together" to a function x in ML according to a given partition E, --E (5 E MB) of 1 = XI into two parts. An induction on n shows moreover that if M is a model of P then any n functions x1 ,..., x, E ML can be "pieced together" to a function Ciearly any direct product M of simplel*-structures is a model of P. Another type of models of P can be obtained as follows.
Let 1 be a Boolean space (i.e., a compact Hausdorff space with a base of clopen sets) and M a simple L*-structure.
A function f~ "M is called locally constant, if for every i E 1 there exists a neighborhood U of t such that f(j) = f(i) for all j E U. Let N be the PO-model consisting of all locally constant functions in IM. We claim that N is a model of P. Remark first that NB consists exactly of the characteristic functions of clopen subsets of I, Indeed any such function is clearly locally constant, and conversely for any locally constant function f~ "MB the sets Notice also that the axioms of P are Horn sentences. So any direct product of models of P is a model of P. The reason for introducing axiom 2.8 is that for models M of P l.T'(ii) can be improved to hold for El-formulas, provided M is given in a suitable representation (e.g., in the canonical representation). More precisely we have the following lemma. '., a,)) is a clopen subset of I containing the point i. Thus I is covered by t,JiGl Us . tjince I is compact by assumption, there exist finitely many points ir ,..., il, E I such that (Jf=, Ui, = 1. Since I is Hausdorff, we can find pairwise disjoint sets V 1 ,..a, V, E MB such that (Jl, Vh = I and ih E V, C U, for 1 < h < k. By 2.9 there exist elements d1 ,..., d, E ML such that u(dj = cii,) 3 V, for 1 < h < k, 1 < j < m. Finally we obtain 11 v(gL(d, ,..., dm , a, ,..., a,)) 3 U:=, nz, v(dj = cji ) 3 lJizl Vh = I, i.e., M /= ~*(a, ,..., a,).
Both the assumptihon that I is a Boolean space and that M satisfies 2.8 are essential in the proof. l.S(ii) gives an example of a model M of P, where the conclusion of 2.10 fails, since the underlying space I is not compact. In the following example the conclusion of 2.10 fails, since M is not a model of 2.8. Next we give an example showing that the conclusion of 2.10 does not hold in general for arbitrary formulas 9 in L, in fact not even for W-formulas. The crucial point in this example is the fact that not all the Mi are the same. The following lemma shows that this is indeed the only obstacle for the conclusion of 2.10 to hold for arbitrary formulas p in L. LEMMA 2.13. Let M be a sinaple L*-structure, I a Boolean space, and N the P-model consisting of all locally constant functions in JM. Let ~(x, ,..., x,) be an arbitrary prenex formula in L and a, )..., a, E ML such that for all i E I, M I== d+L, a,(i)). Then N j== p*(q ,..., a,).
The proof is by induction on the number k of quantifiers in 'p. The case k = 0 is covered by 1.7(i). Assume now that 2.13 holds for all prenex formulas #(xi ,..., x, , y) in L with at most k quantifiers. Then it is easy to see that 2.13 also holds for y = Vy #r(y). So we are left with the case y = 3y #J(Y). Assume M + 3y #(al(i),..., a,(i),y), i ~1, for some elements a, ,..., a, E NL . Since I is a Boolean space we can find a partition V, ,..., V, of I into clopen sets such that a, ,..., a, are constant on each Vj , 1 < j ,( m.
Pick ii E Vj and bi E ML such that M /== $(a,($),..., a,($), b,), and define b E iVL by b(i) = bj for i E Vi , 1 <j < m. Then M /== #(al(i),..., a,(i), b(i)) for all i E I, and so by induction assumption N /= #*(al ,..., a, , b), and so N b y*(a, ,..., 4.
We consider now another extension P' of P. P is obtained from P by adding the axiom 's'$ (0 < E -+ 37 (0 < 1: < E)).
(2.14)
Axiom 2.14 holds in a model M of P if and only if MB is an atomless 19001ean algebra. ence any direct product of models of P' is a model of P'. Recall that, if K, K' are two sets of sentences in the same language, M' is said to be model-consistent with K, if every model of K can be extended to a model of X'. K' and K are called mutually l~o~~~-cQ~sis~~~~, if R' is modelconsistent with K and vice versa. If K is a set of sentences in E, we let K'" = fq*: 9 E K]. Let K, K' be sets oj sentences in L such that K' is modelconsistent -witth K. Then K'* u P and K'* u P' are mo~e~-c~~~.s~ent z& 4(* u PO.
Proof
Let M be a model of K* u PO . By 2.4 and l.?(iii) we may assume that M is a subdirect product of simple L*-structures (MJiEj and that lMit is a model of K for every i E I. Let Ni 3 &Ii, be models of ' ple L*-structures associated with Ni . Then NiT 3 lk& and so MC N = *. Moreover by 1.7(iii) N is a model of P;='* u P. Thus we have shown that M'* 'U P is model-consistent with K* u PO . Next let C = 2" be the Cantor-space, N,' the model of P' consisting of ail locally constant functions in cNi*, and let N' = flial Ni'. Then by 2.13 and an argument similar to l.7(iii), N' is a model of K'" U P' extending (up to an isomorpbism) _I. Consequently K'* u P' is model-consistent with M* il PO . We denote the class of models of a set of sentences K by Mod(M). has the joint embedding property. Then Mod(K* U P,,), Mod(K* u P), and Mod(K* u P') have the joint embedding property.
TRANSFEROFMODEL-COMPLETENESS AND ELIMINATION OF QUANTIFIERS
Let K, K' be sets of sentences in a (one-or many-sorted) language L. We recall some model theoretic definitions and results. [3] . K' is said to have an elimination of quant$iers, if for every formula v in L there exists a quantifier-free formula $ in L which is equivalent to 91 in K'. If there is a recursive (primitive recursive) procedure assigning to every formula v in L such a formula C/J, we say K' has a recursive ( primitive recursive) elimination of quantifiers. A result of model theory [9] tells us that K' has an elimination of quantifiers if and only if K' is the model completion of a universal set of sentences K. Another result [9] says that a model-complete set of sentences K is complete if and only if Mod(K') has the joint embedding property.
We will now investigate how some of these properties can be transferred from a set of sentences K in L to the sets K* u P,, , KS u P, K* u P' in L". LEMMA 3.1. Let K be a set of sentences in L and y an QSsentence in L such that K I---v. Then K* u P F-9".
Proof. Let M be a model of K" u P. We may assume by 2.4 and 1.7(iii) that M is canonically represented as a subdirect product of simple L*-structures (lMi>icr which are K-models. Then Mi + 9) for all i E I. Since I is the Stone space of the Boolean algebra MB , we can apply 2.10 and con&de that M b y*. We sbail prove the theorem by a series of lemmas. From this the lemma can be easily deduced.
Theorem 3.2 is now an immediate consequence of 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and the criterion for model completeness mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Our next goal is to reduce arbitrary existential formulas in L* to formulas of the type mentioned in Theorem 3.2. LEMMA 3.6. Every atomic formula in L* is in P equivalent to a conjunction of pure atomic B-formulas and formulas of form v(cp) n a = 0, where 01 is a pure B-term and y a quantz$ier-free L-formula.
Proof. An atomic L-formula q~ can be equivalently replaced in P by u(~)=l,anatomicforrnulaofforrna:=/3by~~n+3=0~/3n~~~=O. Any nonpure B-term a: can be written in form (Jr=, v(q+) n 01~ , where CJQ are quantifier-free L-formulas and a:i pure B-terms. Thus a: = 0 is either a pure B-formula or in P equivalent to r\yzl v(& n 01~ = 0. COROLLARY 3.7. Every formula in L* of form 3x, ... 3x, (cp(xI ,..., x,)), ~TJ quantijer-free, is in P equivalent to a disjunction of pure quanti$ey-free B-formulas and formulas of form where yi ) $Q are quantifier-free L-formulas, 01~ , pj pure B-terms: and 9 is a pure q~a~~i~ey~~~ee B-formula.
is in P' eqzlivalent to
ProoJ
Obviously the first formula implies the second. To prove the converse, let M be a model of I" represented canonically as a subdirect product of simple L*-structures, and aij E ML, ai ,&E n/r, 1 < i < K, 1 < j < m, such that M + A:=, v(Ti(alj )..., aICj)) > CQ A v($+(alj ,..., aJCj)) h\ /3j > 0 for 1 < j < m. Since MB is atomless, we can find pairwise disjoint yI ,..., ym. E MB such that 0 < yj < v(&(alj ,... p akj)) n & for f < j < m. .. Elt,, (#'(qr ,..., T,, , E1 ,..., &)) is a pure and hence equivalent in la' to a quantifier-free pure B-formula 9(7, ,...) 7J. So 9 is in P' equivalent to Zixl ... 3x, (6(v (cp,(x, ) .,., x~)),.~., W(~,(xr ,..., Q)))~ By 3.7, 3.8, 3.2 g, is therefore equivalent in K* u P' to a universal formula in I,*. This shows that K* u P' is model-complete.
The rest of the theorem follows from 2.17 and the remarks at the beginning of Section 3.
Combining Theorems 3.9 with 2.15, 2.16 and the remarks at the beginning of Section 3, we obtain: (ii) If K' is the model completion of K, IS?* v P' is the model completion ofK"uP,.
(iii) If K' has an elimination of quantzjiers in L, K'* u P' has an elimination of quanti$ers in L*.
We will now give an explicit description of how to perform an elimination of quantifiers for K* v P' in L*, if an elimination of quantifiers for K in L is given. Let H be a theory in L*. We say H has an elimination of L-quantiJiers, if every formula CJI in L* is in H equivalent to an L-quantifier-free formula vf in L*. If there is a recursive (primitive recursive) procedure assigning to every L*-formula v such a formula I$, we say H has a recursive (primitive recursive) elimination of L-quantiJi@s. For the first part of the theorem it suffices to construct (primitive recursively) for each L*-formula of form 3x(v(x)) an L-quantifier-free formula J/ in L* which is equivalent of 3x(v(x)) in K* u P. We may assume that all the atomic subformulas of v are of form 01 = /3. Let v(&),..., v(&J be all the terms or subterms of form ~(4')) 4' an atomic L-formula, occurring in q and let F' be the formula obtained from p by replacing v(&) by new B-variables fi , 1 < i < n. Then v' is a pure B-formula and 3x(?(x)) is in P equivalent to 3fr ' .. 3&(9( t1 ,..., &n) A ~'(5~ ,... , &J), where 8(fr ,..., f,) = Ek(/\~=, v(&(x)) > fi A v(l &i(X) > ~6~). Using 3.2(ii) we can replace 8 in the above-mentioned formula by a quantifier-free formula 8' in L* and thus arrive at an L-quantifier-free formula equivalent to 3x(y(x)) in K* u P. The second part of the theorem now follows immediately from the fact that the theory of atomless Boolean algebras has a primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers in the B-sort.
APPLICATIONS TO GENERALIZED COMMUTATIVE REGULAR RINGS
In this section "ring" will always mean "nontrivial commutative ring with 1." The language of rings will be denoted by L, and the usual axiomsystem for the theory of rings by K,, . When we turn to the theory of rings, we find that they have Boolean algebras "built in": the set B, of idempotents of a ring R can be made a Boolean algebra in a natural way, and there is a natural construction corresponding to 2.8, namely z = 5x + (1 -e)y. One can represent R by a subdirect product of rings (Ri)i,l without nontrivial idempotents over the Stone space I of B, (compare CO]). In general, however, tbe natural map vu=: R x R --f P(l) will not take values in tbis to bold, we have to require that R has "enough ide leads us to the consideration of p.p. rings (i.e., rings in which every principal ideal is projective), and regular rings in the sense of von Neumann (compare holds. Conversely, every *-ring in which 4.4 holds is regular. Moreover, if R C R' are regular rings, then (R, *) C (R', *). We set KRs = KS u (4.4).
We consider now more generally regular rings and a-rings carrying additional operations and constants. Let L 1 L, be a fixed language without relation-symbols (except the symbol for equality). For any n-ary functionsymbol f in L -L, let ET be the sentence 'dx, "'vx,vy'yl .*-vynvz t x = x2 A % xxi = zy,) + Zf(Xl ,...) XJ = xf(y, )...) y,).
We call an L-structure M a generalized regular yirzg, if &I is a model of We refer to L-structures which are models of K,(K,) as generalized domains (generalized Jields).
We shall now set up a correspondence between generalized *-rings and L*-structures which are models of K o* u P, and also between generalized regular rings and L*-structures which are models of KF* u P. This will enable us to apply the results of Sections 2 and 3 to generalized *-rings and generalized regular rings. We call a prenex formula 9 in L special, if F is of form Vx, *.. Vxx, 3yr .*. 3yh (#(x1 ,.. , xlc , yr ,..., yJ) , where 4 is a conjunction of atomic formulas. Thus the only nonspecial sentence occurring in MD and KF is Q'x Qy(xy = 0 ---f x = 0 v y = 0). Every speciai formula ip inL is in p0 equivalent to its induced B-formula v* in L*. Indeed, if q1 ?..., y, are atomic L-formulas, then 7&j:=, yi) = 1, (n;+ v(g)J) = 1, /jE, (~(9~)) = l), and n +r ~0~ are equivalent in PO . For any generalized *-ring M let M" be the L*-structure defined as follows: MLA is M restricted to L, MB" is the set of idempotents of M with the Boolean operations a n b = a . 6, a W b = a + b -ab, -a = 1 -a, and vz" is defined by ~:"(a, 6) = ~(a -b)".
Let In particular any special sentence in L is K-special. It will be seen in a moment, however, that part (vii) of the theorem can not be carried over to L instead of L' and K' u KhR instead of K' u KARS . We will now illustrate these results by 3 examples.
To begin with we consider the theory KR of regular rings. Let (IC) be the axiom scheme vxo .**vxn3y ~,,~+y"+1=0, It was remarked in [7] that KR' u (IC) cannot have an elimination of quantifiers in Lo ; this provides an example for the remark on Corollary 4.11 made above. It was also remarked that KR' u (1C) together with the axioms V~(x+i = x A (x-i)" x = x-i) for the quasiinverse has an elimination of quantifiers in the language Lo u (-'I. Using Theorem 4.1O(vi), (vii) we can improve this result as follows. LE~MWA 4.14. Ewery regular dzSfeerentiai zing is k~ genemked yegzdm Gzg (with respect to L), and every dzzerential *-ring is a generaiked ++-ring (with respect to L').
P~ooj. We have to show that KS v (D) t-(x -y)" > (x' -y')". Since x' -y' = (X -y)' follows from (D) it suffices to show that KS u (LT) L--z* > x'*.
We have x' = (zz")' = .a',@ + XZ*'; hence ~'(1 -x*) = zx*rand so ~'(1 -x*) = ~'(1 -x*)2 =: (1 -2") XI*' = 0, and so z'* = (z'z*)* = 2/*x*, i.e., z'* < x*.
Let (CO) be the set of sentences 3x(nx = 1) for ra > 1. A ring satisfying (CO) will be called ojglobal characteristic zero. It was shown by A. Robinson [9] that the theory KF U (D) U (CO) of d'ff I erential fields of characteristic zero has a model-completion K' which is complete. K' can be taken after L. Blum (cf.
[lo]) as KF u (II) u (CO) u (IC) together with a set (DC) of axioms which can be described as follows, We consider terms S(z) which look like differential polynomials whose coefficients are terms n.ot containing z. The largest number Y such that x(r) occurs inf(z) is called the order off(z) and the largest number d such that (2"'))" occurs inf(z) is called the degree off(z). We say f (z) is a normalized dzjreerential polynomial in x of order r and degree d, if at least one of the monomials in J(z) containing (x('!)~ has coefficient 1 and all other coefficients of f(z) are variables different from z. (ii) Let MC M' be models of KR u (D) u (CO) u (IC) u (DC), a, ,..., ah E M, and p a formula in L of form 3x, ... 3x, ($(x, ,..., xk , y1 ,..., yn) , where # is a conjunction of equations and at most one inequation. Then Our last example concerns lattice-ordered rings (Z-rings). In order to be able to apply the results on generalized regular rings, we regard a lattice-ordered ring M as a ring together with a binary operation n (the greatest lower bound of two elements) and regard the operation u (the lowest upper bound of two elements) and the partial order < as defined concepts, given by sub=-(-an--b)anda<bttanb==aSowetakeL=L,~{n) as the language of lattice-ordered rings and let K,, be the usual axiom-system for Z-rings formulated in L. An Z-ring M 
We put KFR = KLO u (FR). Notice that KFR is a special set of sentences, and also that any integral domain which is a model of KFR is a totally ordered ring; so the theory of ordered fields can be axiomatized by KF U KFR . We shall refer to models of KR u KFR and KS u KFR as regular f-Gngs and a-f-rings, respectively. 
